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Abstract. Due to the imminent associated danger involved in the petroleum
operation domain, only well trained workers are allowed to operate in
offshore oil process plants. Although their vast experience, human errors
may happen during emergency situations as a result of the overwhelmed
amount of information generated by a great deal of triggered alarms.
Alarm devices have become very cheap leading petroleum equipment man-
ufacturers to overuse them transferring safety responsibility to operators.
Not rarely, accident reports cite poor operators’ understanding of the ac-
tual plant status due to too many active alarms. In this paper, we present
an alarm management system focused on guiding offshore platform op-
erators’ attention to the essential information that calls for immediate
action during emergency situations. We use a multi-agent based approach
as the basis of our alarm management system for assisting operators to
make sense of alarm avalanche scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Alarm management in emergency scenarios has become a topic of great con-
cern in different economic sectors, such as nuclear, aeronautics and offshore oil
industry, due to the frequent accidents occurred in the last decades caused by in-
appropriate alarm management systems. Although great effort has been devoted
to plant’s automation and cheap alarm device development, operators play an
important role mastering all information and adjusting equipments’ behavior as
needed. The observations of our research are domain independent, but, in this
paper, we focus on the offshore oil process plant domain.

An alarm is an informational representation of an equipment or system ab-
normal situation. As sensor devices became inexpensive and simple to embed into
equipments, manufacturers overused installing sensors into their equipments, so
to better comply to safety norms. An alarm informs operators of the process
plant unit’ status and might require immediate action. Trained operators han-
dle pretty well few, but not many, alarm information at a time. During a non-
planned process plant shutdowns, operators face an avalanche of alarm informa-
tion, frequently over 1000 alarms/minute, that must be understood, prioritized
and reasoned to decide upon which action, if any, to take.

This information overflow has been related as one of the major cause of sev-
eral serious accidents in the last decade, such as the Mildford Haven refinery
accident in the UK, on 24 July 1994, which resulted in a loss of 48 million
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pounds and two months of non-operation. The report of the Health and Safety
Executive department [1] has identified as the accident cause the refinery opera-
tors’ inability to identify what was really happening behind the large number of
triggered alarms generated. The accident could be avoided if the alarm system
had identified the cause of the problem, sorted alarm information and displayed
only the most important ones to the operator be able to act properly.

A process plant of a petroleum offshore unit is a complex artifact composed
of independent equipments which interact with each other to receive petroleum
from subsea reservoirs; treat it and export gas and oil to land refineries. Each
equipment behaves and reacts to accomplish its own goal, such as compress gas
or treat oil, but maintaining its behavior within safety functioning range. Sen-
sors and actuators are essential devices embedded in the equipments to monitor
or control their behavior, respectively. These complementary devices are orches-
trated by the process plant automation system that receives sensors information
and triggers actuators actions, such as closing a valve. Moreover, automation
systems also send operators important information concerning the process plant
status.

Inspired by the distributed and encapsulated aspect of the process plant ar-
tifact physical model, we proposed a multi-agent-based alarm management sys-
tem to synthesize the process plant situation during emergency situations. Each
agent represents an equipment that understands about its expected and unex-
pected behavior within the process plant. During emergency scenarios, alarms
related to expected behavior can be suppressed to lead operators’ attention to
unexpected behavior. Distinguishing expected from non-expected behavior dur-
ing emergency scenarios and using this information to filter what to display to
operators is the basis for our intelligent alarm management system proposal. In
addition to proposing a model, we have implemented a prototype version and
tested it in a controlled environment. We are currently deploying a version of the
system to work within a Brazilian offshore petroleum process plant unit. The
rest of the paper is structured as followed. First section presents related work
in the area of alarm management systems, focused on offshore oil process plant
domain. Next, our multi-agent alarm management system is laid down, followed
by a case study. Results are presented and a conclusions are outlined.

2 Related Work

In 2000 there were at least eight oil spills in Brazil. It is estimated that the sum
of fines imposed to oil companies, as a result of environmental stresses, along
that year, exceed two hundred million dollars [2]. Data from the Federation of
Oil (FUP) [3] and the National Front of Oil (PNF) [4] show that since 1967
there were more than 350 accidents involving fatalities in petroleum industry .
In an attempt to ensure proper operating environment for maximum security for
people, environmental protection and operational continuity, leading enterprises
have been working steadily in their policies of SMS (Safety, Environment and
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Health). On the other hand, the world economic growth has called for an oil
production increase.

Process plant automation and alarm management systems are a reality in
both as academic proposals and on-the-shelf technology. Some of them are:

– The Matrikon Alarm Manager software [5] that allows multiple tests to be
made for an alarm system. It provides operators with reports in Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets or accessed via web browser. The material can be used to
study the artifact’s behavior using basic statistic functions to access alarms’
information and advanced analyzes that include a detailed mapping of the
condition of the alarm system, focusing on typical problems that can be
detected from statistical tools.

– ABB [6] delivered an alarm management feature as part of an automation
system.

– GEs Alarm Response Management system [7] that evaluates the response
of each individual alarm to the device’s condition while also comparing re-
sponses to multiple alarms using the critical statistic is Mean Time To Repair
(MTTR) to identify trends.

Most alarm management approaches focus either on post-crisis information
analysis or on more automation procedures. None addresses the challenge of
assisting operators to make sense of the situation DURING crisis scenarios.
Since our goal is to provide assistance during crisis, our system must be designed
as a real-time application. We investigated many different approaches such as
conventional centralized structures, decentralized applications and mult-agent
system. The last has presented the best results concerning response time and
flexibility to grow the application.

3 MAS for Alarm Management System

An emergency shut down (SD) in a process plant unit is a safety measure, in
general, triggered by automation systems (AS) to protect the equipment, the
system, people operating the system and the environment. Each SD triggers a
set of events designed by the automation designers to protect the unit. For ex-
ample, during a shut down of a specific equipment, it is expected this equipment
to be contained and isolated from the rest. For accomplishing these effects, the
automation procedure imposes the closing of upstream and downstream valves.
When shutting down a system or even the entire unit, many more events should
be triggered. Of course, these events interact with each other and further au-
tomation procedures must specify the desired interactions. At the same time
sensors monitor parameters’ values for undesirable situations, sometimes this
undesirable situations are the expected ones. For instance, a fast pressure drop
downstream a pump my represent a pump cavity danger. However, the same in-
formation when associated with a pump turn-off means a correct and desirable
behavior. As noted, in an emergency situation, a great deal of information is
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generated. It is extremely useful to establish priorities to set which alarms are
actually important to be displayed to operators.

Agents technology perfectly fits in this kind of engineering problems due to
the main characteristics of agents: autonomous reasoning, proactivity, commu-
nication and adaptive behavior. During the years researchers have come to the
conclusion that reactivity is also a very important characteristic that an intel-
ligent agent should possess [8]. Reactivity is suitable for dynamically changing
environments performing an immediate response to some changes which have
been recognized and perceived [9]. Stored procedures also presented as a mature
technology, used in many different complex domains, that must run within the
automation process plant network.

The objective of our approach is to work as an alarm information filter, re-
ceiving and sorting information sent by the automation supervisor system (AS),
during a serious non-planned process plant shutdown of level ESD-2, ESD-3P or
ESD-3T, called here simply as STOP. This STOP situation causes an avalanche
of alarm information. It is humanly impossible for process plant operators to un-
derstand not only what is happening with the process plant, but also, and more
importantly, if it is being moving to a safe state, i.e. if the plant os properly being
turned off . Thus, our proposed system can be seen as a assisted-stop system.
The operator should only receive information related to unexpected alarms or
danger degree escalation that may compromise the safety of the unit.

Each equipment has its own rules of appropriate and inappropriate behavior
associated with normal and crisis scenarios. Automation systems receive sensors’
information of each equipment and send to operators a list of alarms they should
pay attention to. In a crisis, automation systems has a built-in set of events
related to actuators proper actions that must be triggered. Distributed agents
that understand expected and expected behavior related to equipment behavior
and equipment’s reaction to automation events are the basis of our multi-agent
approach described next.

3.1 MAS Architecture

Agents paradigm provide an excellent modeling abstraction for our intelligent
alarm management system due to agent’s human-like characteristics, including
reasoning, proactivity, communication and adaptive behavior. Moreover, Alarm
Management Systems in Emergency Situations beg for technologies that are
transparent, so that the functional behavior in an emergency situation can be
easily understood by operators.

Our model, illustrated in Figure 1, represents an intelligent support system
for alarms management in an offshore oil production domain. MAS architecture
is composed of four types of agents: Environment Agent, Automation Agent, Log
Handler Agent, Log Analyser Agent and Blackboard Agent. The agents main
functionalities are the following:

– Environment Agent: This agent monitors information from nature. It also
manages information regarding the Oil Production Platform status such us
the identification of a SD.
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Fig. 1. Multi-Agent Architecture

– Automation Agent: Automation System (AS). Events and alarms con-
tinuously monitored and identified by sensors embedded in the equipments
are sent to the automation system (AS). Later, the AS triggers Actuators
(pumps, valves, compressors, etc.) for actions (open/close, turn-on/turn-off).
This agent creates a log of events (log history) merging the information com-
ing from sensors to actions sent to actuators. This log is recorded in the
Blackboard, accessible by all agents.

– Log Handler Agent: This agent reads and parsers the information log
in the blackboard to created a structured information that can be further
analyzed. The structured information is also registered in the Blackboard.

– Log Analyser Agent: This agent is actually a set of agents implemented as
stored procedures. Each agents understands about a equipment. Each agent
selects, from the structured information stored in the Blackboard, only the
information that concerns its expertise. Its knowledge is written in terms of
production rules describing expected and unexpected behaviors. Expected
behaviors triggers a alarm information suppression action, that means an
information removal from the blackboard.

– Blackboard Agent: This is agent handles information that will be dis-
played to operators. It must handle information synchronization since many
agents are reading and writing into its structure. It invokes the GUI where
alarms information are shown to the final operator.
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3.2 Ontology

We model the process plant domain using an ontology that emphasizes the com-
ponent and monitoring characteristics of the artifact. Modeling this environment
involves representing entities and relationships among these entities. The main
concepts of the ontology and its description are illustrated in Figure 2. The
domain main entities involve:

Fig. 2. Ontology for Alarm Management System

– Equipment: It is a component of a process plant unit.

– Actuator: It is a device, such as valves, pumps and compressors, which
controls the equipment behavior.

– Equipment behavior: It represents the way the equipment behaves in
order to achieve a desired functionality. Equipment behavior is composed
of oil level, flow, pressure and temperature. Any behavior is considered a
control variable which is measured through sensors.

– Event: It is an action over the actuators that might causes a change in the
state of the alarm. For instance, the event ”close” over the actuator ”valve”
should cause a decrease on oil flow in the pipeline.

– Alarm: It represents an abnormal state of the equipment behavior. The
possible values are High (H), Very High (HH), Low (L) or Very Low (LL).
HH and LL leads to equipment and even the entire unit shut down
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– Sensor: It is a device that measures control variables. There are two type
of sensors: Analog sensors and Alarm sensors. Analog sensors measure the
exact value of the variable such as: oil temperature = 40 ◦C . Alarm represent
discrete sensor information that states danger situations.

– Control Variable Status: It indicates the variation of a measurement. A
control variable status indicates for instance if the temperature is increasing.

An equipment is part of a process plant unit. Equipment achieves its goals though
a set of behaviors such as oil level, pressure, temperature and flow that are mon-
itored by sensors. Alarm is a special type of sensor that indicates an equipment
behavior overtake danger threshold values. There are four types of alarms: Very
high, high, low and very low alarm. There is also analogic sensors that measure
the exact value of a given behavior. Automation controls equipment behaviors
though events changing actuators status such as pump turn-off. Valves, pumps
and compressors are examples of actuators.

3.3 Stored procedures

All agents reasoning are represented as production rules implemented in terms
of stored procedures. Each agent has a set of stored procedures that works au-
tonomously as soon as it detects a change on the environment. Agent’s environ-
ment differs. The Log Handler environment considers its environment the events’
log containing the events written by the automation system.

The Log Handler agent reasoning contains rules to parser the information
sent by the automation system. It uses a lexicon containing a list of commands
it is able to recognize and a syntax to guide its message interpretation. This agent
is responsible for the first level of information filtering. The log analyzer agents
keep monitoring the Blackboard containing the treated log messages. From time
to time (it has a configurable clock), it reads the changes and checks whether
changes follows the expected behavior. Each agent uses a set of specific rules
of good and bad behavior defining a specific equipment. Last, but not least,
the interface agent monitors the Blackboard agent to check whether there is a
change in the operators’ information interface that must be done.

The rules for all agents are fed by automation experts though a special knowl-
edge acquisition interface (not included in the main model) and stored in the
knowledge-base. There are two types of rules: those depending only on the sta-
tus of each equipment behavior and those that depends on a combination of
equipments’ behaviors. Therefore, there is a rule chain.

As named, stored procedures are programs stored in a database. Relational
programming are programs developed using sequences of SQL statements. Due
to the extremely efficiency of database engines on processing of SQL and the
physical proximity of the stored procedures with data, the strategy was the best
choice and the results have proven it so far. Follow a sample of a procedure used
by the Log Analyzer agent.
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PROCEDURE LOG_ANALYSER( ) IS ... BEGIN ...

INSERT INTO T_PARADAS_EM_ANDAMENTO
(TIPA_CD_IDENTIFICACAO,TIPA_SG_TIPO_PARADA,PARA_DT_INICIO,OCAL_CD_IDENTIFICACAO)
(SELECT

P.TIPA_CD_IDENTIFICACAO,
TP.TIPA_SG_TIPO_PARADA,
MIN(P.PARA_DT_INICIO),
MIN(P.OCAL_CD_IDENTIFICACAO)

FROM
(SELECT DISTINCT

PARA_CD_IDENTIFICACAO,
TIPA_CD_IDENTIFICACAO,
PARA_DT_INICIO,
OCAL_CD_IDENTIFICACAO

FROM PARADA
START WITH (PARA_DT_INICIO <= DT

AND PARA_DT_FIM IS NULL)
CONNECT BY NOCYCLE (PARA_DT_INICIO <= DT

AND (PARA_DT_INICIO
BETWEEN PRIOR PARA_DT_INICIO AND
NVL( PRIOR PARA_DT_FIM, DT)

OR PARA_DT_FIM + V_TOLERANCIA
BETWEEN PRIOR PARA_DT_INICIO AND NVL(PRIOR PARA_DT_FIM, DT)))) P

INNER JOIN TIPO_PARADA TP ON P.TIPA_CD_IDENTIFICACAO = TP.TIPA_CD_IDENTIFICACAO
GROUP BY

P.TIPA_CD_IDENTIFICACAO,
TP.TIPA_SG_TIPO_PARADA);

4 Case Study

Log analyzer periodically checks incoming data in order to detect ESD occur-
rences. When they are detected the analyzer starts evaluating rules in a forward
chaining way. When rules evaluation concludes a event failure, the event de-
scription and a set of related alarms are sent to the blackboard to be displayed
to operators. The alarms not related to failed events are suppressed from the
blackboard, what relieves operators from dealing with the complete and large
sets of alarms. The following presents an example of rules for evaluating events.

Rule 1: if alarm TAHH123324A is active OR alarm TAH123323A is active then
a wrong behavior of the serpentine of the reboiler P-Z-123301-02A is detected

Rule 2: if the alarm TAHH123324A is inactive and alarm TAHH123323A is in-
active then an expected behavior of the serpentine of the reboiler P-Z-12330102A
is detected

Rule 3: if a wrong behavior of the serpentine of the reboiler P-Z-123301-02A is
detected and no expected behavior of the serpentine of the reboiler P-Z-12330102A
is detected the event Turn off the serpentine of reboiler P-Z-123301-02A is failed!
then the event Turn off the serpentine of reboiler P-Z-123301-02A is failed!

Figure3 shows the results of the analyses of data from 9 SDs. The last column
represents the percentage of alarm suppression. As shown, there are scenarios of
93,76 percent of suppression. After executing our systems in 19138 logs, taking
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Fig. 3. Logs, Events and Rules Relationship

ESD Date ESD'type Begin End Total Suppressed Presented %'Suppresed
23:42:25:40 23:44:01:26 91,55%23:43:57:22 #¡DIV/0!
23:45:36:06 23:47:59:22 89,66%

3 22/1/10 ESD-2 23:50:22:40 23:52:46:05 33 33 0 100,00%
4 30/3/10 ESD-2 13:34:15.84 13:35:59.34 27 27 0 100,00%
5 30/3/10 ESD-2 13:39:28.64 13:41:09.18 12 12 0 100,00%

19:21:52.85 19:23:21.77 94,19%19:21:52.85 19:23:21.78 #¡DIV/0!
0:07:30.38 00:09:13.24 90,24% 00:07:30.37 00:09:13.24 #¡DIV/0!

10:57:40.56 10:59:51.36 82,61%
20:16:00.19 20:21:20.20 95,58%20:09:09:39 20:22:20.21

ALARMS

71 65 6
58 52 6

86 81 5
41 37 4

ESD-3T9 18/6/10
46 38 8
113 108 5

ESD-3T

6 19/4/10
7 20/4/10
8 19/5/10

SHUT DOWN EXECUTION

ESD-2
ESD-2

ESD-3T
ESD-3T

1 22/1/10
2 22/1/10

Fig. 4. Results. Alarms suppressed

517694 milliseconds, the results were: 349 triggered events and 664 of triggered
rules. The total amount of information displayed to operators is displyaed in
Figure 4.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a alarm management system that provides a
solution for improving operators’ situation awareness during emergency situa-
tions in offshore oil platforms. Oil process plant is a complex artifact composed
of independent subparts that interacts with each other. The results of initial
experiments run in our research lab using actual data information coming from
SD scenarios have shown that only 6 percent of the total of the alarms were vi-
sualized to the operator which is an outstanding result. Additionally, operators
confirmed that the suppressed information was unnecessary.
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